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BRIGHT AND EARLY TOMATO

This is the earliest tomato in cultivation. Bright red, round and smooth. Individual fruit a little below medium size, but borne in prolific clusters. I have raised 500 bushels per acre in ordinary field culture. Per pkt. 10 c.

EASTMAN'S EARLY SWEET CORN

Of all my new vegetable introductions, this has proved the most popular. Note its three strong points:

1. Earliness. In comparative tests at public experiment stations and elsewhere, Eastman's Early has invariably taken the lead,—an important consideration to those who wish to hasten the home supply or control the early market.

2. Quality. Unquestionably the finest of its class. It has a white kernel and white cob, running clear of the lack of flavor that characterizes the red cob class, and approaching the best later varieties in sweetness.

3. Yield. It outyields all other extra early varieties, thus combining the three most desirable characteristics of a first early sweet corn.

Per qt. 50 c.; pint 30 c.; pkt. 10 c.

EASTMAN'S IDEAL SWEET CORN

A fine main crop variety to follow Eastman's Early. Of superlative quality, a vigorous grower and prolific yielder, two or three good twelve rowed ears to the stock being common. Per qt. 60 c.; pint 35 c.; pkt. 10 c.

GRANITE STATE MUSK MELON

This earliest of all melons makes successful melon growing possible in the most northern of the New England states. Fruit large (I have raised seven pounders) oblong, deeply ribbed, and greenish yellow when ripe. The flesh is very thick, melting and richly flavored. Lightly sprinkled with sugar it is simply delicious.

Per oz. 50 c.; pkt. 10 c.

PURITY CUCUMBER

This pure white cucumber, often attaining a length of two feet and upwards, is pre-eminently an exhibition variety, and everywhere attracts attention. When part grown is unsurpassed for table, crisp, tender, and of the mildest flavor, untainted by the slightest hint of bitterness. Unexcelled for ripe cucumber pickles.

(By mail postpaid.) Per pkt. 10 c.